Introduction. Consider a sequence of random variables {Xk:k = l,2, ■ • ■ ] obeying the law of large numbers, i.e., there exists a constant c such that for every e>0 the sequence of probabilities P{\n~12~2î-x^k-c\>e}=Pn(e) converges to zero as «-»<». The object of the present paper is to study the relationships among an exponential convergence rate (i.e., Pn(e) = 0(pn) for p=p(t) <1), the existence of the individual moment generating functions and the stochastic structure of the sequence \Xk\. Papers containing related studies (e.g., [l ; 3; 5]) have treated the case of independent random variables and demonstrated exponential convergence under the hypothesis that the moment generating functions exist.
[February generally is not necessary for broader classes of processes. The particular variables constructed are martingale differences, square summable (thus orthogonal) and form a Markov sequence. In the final section exponential convergence to + °° is treated. An example shows that under the natural definition of such convergence we cannot extend the result of the first section to assert the existence of the moment generating function of Xf when {Xk} is an ergodic stationary process. and thus (2) yields pfxi ^ (2m -l)e and £ Xk ^ -(n -l)el
. . ' *-2 ) (4)^ P{Xi^ (2m-l)e} -Ap»-\ By hypothesis P{Xi ^ (2n -l)e and Zt-a ^ è -(« -1)«} P{ 2~2t-i Xk^nt\ úApn and thus from (4) we obtain (5) P{Xi ^ (2m -1)«} g APn + APn~l g 2Ap"-\ This bound on the measure of the sets where Xf is large implies the existence of a moment generating function for Xt in some nondegenerate interval ( E"-2 Xt'Si -(n -l)e\ respectively, thus yielding a proof for the existence of the moment generating function of X\~ in a nondegenerate interval about 0. This completes the proof since EetXi^EetXi-\-Ee~tXî. The proof of the above theorem can be applied using rates of convergence other than exponential. The rate controls the size of the Xk. The almost everywhere convergence of «_1 E*-i -^* alone does not insure the smallness of the Xk (i.e., the converse of the ergodic theorem is false [6, p. 32]) essentially because of the possibility of cancellation of positive and negative values of the Xk. Other conditions under which convergence will insure the smallness of the Xk include (i) assuming the Xk to be semi-integrable [ibid.], and (ii) making assumptions on the joint distributions, e.g., independence (converse of the strong law of large numbers).
The following example demonstrates that an exponential rate of convergence for a stationary stochastic process {Xk} does not follow from the smallness of the Xk and any properties (e.g., mixing properties) of the associated shift transformation generating the process but is essentially a property of the joint distributions themselves.
Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation on (fl, ÖS, P) and [Ai\i = l, 2, • • • } be a sequence of measurable subsets of fl such that P(Ai) = l/i3. Define ^=Ur.2Ui:Jr^<.
ThenP(^) g Eí-2¿A'3=t2/6-1 and if xa denotes the characteristic function of the set A, we have E(xa) <l. However, for n = 2, 3, • • • pU~1 E Xa(T>) = il à P(An) = n~\ Thus since n~3 is eventually greater than ^4pn for any constants A and p < 1, an exponential rate of convergence for the stationary (0, 1) process {xa(T') = Xj\j = 0, 1, • • • } to its limit (ir2/6-1) is impossible for any e<l -(7r2/6-l).
2. Independent random variables. Analogous to Theorem 1 we have the following lemma.
Lemma. Let {Xk:k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } be a sequence of independent random variables such that (1) holds for some constants c, A, e>0 and p<l. Then each Xk has a moment generating function and these moment generating functions all exist on some common interval about zero.
Proof. Choosing c = 0 as previously, we note that Proof. We choose c = 0 without loss of generality and proceed to the proof of the necessity part of the argument. Given e > 0 take 0 < S < e and write CO (9) Ee'ú = 1 + X) e<(*+1),P{5" ^ k8}, t > 0.
¡t-o
Partitioning the right-hand side of (9) into blocks of length n and employing the inequality To bound the second term on the right-hand side of (11) we note that from the assumption of independence
and thus since P\Sn^nö/2\ ^1-As/2p"/2>r¡>0 for n sufficiently large, it follows that
for n large, and j = l, 2, • • • . (Note, the necessary largeness of n does not depend on/.) Combining (11), (12) and (14) Choosing S<e we obtain P{S"^we} ^exp( -hne)Ms exp(ij«5) = Afj[exp ts(ù -e)]n; a similar argument shows that P{Sn=\-nt} converges to zero exponentially fast and this completes the proof.
The above necessary and sufficient conditions are "satisfactory" (compare [9, p. 258] ) in that they involve functions of quantities associated with the individual random variables themselves, namely products of integrals of [February their exponentials, rather than functions of quantities associated with the sums.
If the random variables {Xk} are Gaussian, the previous condition can be simply expressed in terms of the means and variances.
Corollary.
A sequence of independent Gaussian random variables converges exponentially rapidly to c if and only if the sequence of averages of expected values converge to c and the sequence of averages of the variances is bounded.
3. Markov processes. In this section we shall consider a Markov process {Xk:k = 0, 1, 2, ••• } with state space (36, 33) and stationary transition probability function p(x, B). Let/denote a real valued measurable function on the state space. In what follows we shall be interested only in exponential rates of convergence that are independent of an arbitrary initial probability measure v on the state space of the process, i.e., the constants A and p<l do not depend on v. -c\ ^e|^o} úApn for all Xo, for some c, €>0, A and p<l, then for each ¿jal the moment generating functions Exfiif{-Xk> exist and are finite for tE( -to, h), with f0>0 not depending on x0 or k, and where £l0ei/(X*) denotes the expected value with initial measure assigning probability one to Xo.
Proof. The pattern of proof of Theorem 1 will be followed. The probabilities in the inequalities (2) through (5) should now be interpreted as conditional probabilities given Xo = x0. Again take c = 0. Now (3) follows from pÍEf(Xk) á -(»-l)e|xo| (19) =E{p{±f(Xk)í-(n-l)e\Xi}\x0}
á PUp"-1 I xo} = Apn~l for all xo.
Thus as in the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that p{e,/+(Xl)|x0} < °° for t in some nondegenerate interval (independent of Xo) about zero. Consequently the moment generating function of f+(Xi) for arbitrary initial measure exists in this interval. Also the above argument shows that the conditional moment generating functions of the f+(X,) given Xy_i are uniformly bounded in the Xj~\, and it follows that for / > 1 It is known that in general the converse of Theorem 3 is not valid and that in particular, it cannot be assured for stationary Markov processes. It can be demonstrated however for processes whose transition probabilities satisfy Doeblin's condition [4] . For convenience assume that the process \Xk; k = 0, 1,2, • • ■ } has only one ergodic class. Denote the expected value oîf(Xo) with respect to the (now) unique stationary measure on 3£ by ". Proof. Clearly the proof of Theorem 3 can be modified slightly to give the proof of the necessity of the condition. To prove sufficiency we proceed as in [8] . There is no loss of generality in assuming "<0. It is enough to show that there exist two constants C and 7<1, each independent of Xo such that for all », P{ E2-i/(**)^0|xo} = CT, («= -/*)• Define 
then from (28) Id-x(xd-i) Ú gi(t)g«(t) + 2gx(t) f e'U^Wxd-x) + yd-i]p(xi-2, dxd-x) + go(t) feW**-*'[f (*"-i) + 2/(^1) yd_2 + yl-2\p(xd-i, dxd-x) Ú go(t)gi(t) + 2gl(t) + 2gx(t)go(t)yd-i + go(t)gi(t) 2 2 + 2go(t)gx(t)yd-i + go(t)yd-i = 2go(t)gi(t) + 2gî(0 + 4g0(0íi(0y«-2 + «ÍWyL.
Proceeding inductively we obtain
and finally
It remains to prove that £{n_1E"-i/(-Ar*)lx*o}-*M uniformly in *0.
Observe that EIn'1 ¿/(X*) I *ol = »-* ¿ 7¿{/(vt) j «o}
here all integrals are taken over ï and £(0)(*o, dx) assigns probability one to the point x0. The interchange of the order of integration follows from an extension of the Fubini theorem which is given as problem 13 [9, p. 140 for all xo.
Existence of moment generating functions not necessary. For non-
stationary processes the necessity theorems of § §2 and 3 for independent and Markov processes do not extend to other familiar classes of stochastic sequences. Specifically we construct a martingale difference sequence of square summable (thus orthogonal) functions which is also a Markov process (with nonstationary transition probabilities) which converges exponentially rapidly although none of the moment generating functions exist on any interval.
Let Zi = 0, 2", -2" on sets E0, Et, E~ having measures 13/15, 2"*", 2~in However, exponential convergence to + » is not as well behaved as exponential convergence to a finite constant in that a theorem in the converse direction for stationary processes (the analog of Theorem 1) is not available as is demonstrated by the following counterexample.
Specifically we define an ergodic transformation T and a measurable function/so that the stationary sequence {f-Ti~1:i = l, 2, • • • } converges exponentially fast to + oo although Ef~= + «.. 
